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JCM Global’s Technologies Rank High in Eilers-Fantini Surveys
ICB ASAP®, FUZION® get top marks
LAS VEGAS (November 14, 2022) – JCM Global’s (JCM®) innovative technologies received top marks in two
recent surveys from Eilers-Fantini, continuing a trend for the gaming industry’s leading provider of groundbreaking
systems and technology.
JCM’s ICB ASAP® was voted a “Most Innovative Technology” in the Eilers-Fantini G2E Vendor Survey 2022. ICB
ASAP is a network of four industrial-grade robots and industry-standard automation equipment and is the first and
only automated secure asset processing solution available in the market. It automates the count room, enhances
productivity, reduces human contact, boosts security, improves throughput, and increases reliability.
VIDEO: Watch what ICB ASAP can do
In the Eilers-Fantini Slot Survey for Q3 2022, JCM’s patented and award-winning FUZION® was named as one of
the top systems slot operators plan to buy in 2023. GLI-certified, FUZION is a milestone in total casino peripheral
management. JCM recently expanded on FUZION’s mobile payment options for both EGM’s and table games,
incorporating both NFC and Bluetooth capabilities.
VIDEO: Learn why FUZION is every slot director’s choice
“We are humbled that the gaming industry continues to respond to our leading technologies. JCM was born from a
spirit of innovation, and that drives our global development teams to reach higher and bring meaningful, impactful
solutions to our operator partners of all sizes and in all locations,” said JCM SVP of Sales, Marketing, and
Operations Dave Kubajak.
Join JCM on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming,
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information.
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